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Quick Reference Guides Templates
Laminated quick reference card showing step-by-step instructions and shortcuts for how
to use advanced features of Microsoft Office Word 2010. This guide is suitable as a
training handout, or simply an easy to use reference guide, for any type of user. The
following topics are covered: Using Styles, Character, Paragraph, Linked Styles, Applying
Character and Paragraph Styles, Creating a Style, Displaying the Styles Pane, Disabling
Linked Styles, Changing Styles, Deleting a Style, Selecting All Text with the Same Style,
Showing Formatting as Styles to Clean Up a Document, Importing Styles from Another
Document, Using Numbered Lists with Styles, Adding Styles to the Default List, Applying
Table Styles, Restricting Formatting, Creating a Table of Contents, Updating a Table of
Contents, Preparing an Index, Generating an Index, Updating an Index, Section Breaks,
Inserting a Section Break, Changing Page Numbering Mid-Document, Changing Headers
and Footers, Changing Page Setup in a Section, Displaying the Section Number in the
Status Bar, Inserting a Footnote/Endnote, Editing a Footnote/Endnote, Deleting a
Footnote/Endnote, Creating a Bookmark, Going to/Selecting Bookmarked Text, Using
Bookmarks to Refer to Pages, Outlining, Adding a Watermark, Inserting an Excel
Spreadsheet, Comparing Documents Side by Side, Creating a Template Library in
Windows 7, Creating a Template. This guide is one of several titles available for Word
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2010: Word 2010 Introduction, Word 2010 Formatting, Word 2010 Advanced, Word
2010 Mail, Merge & Forms, Word 2010 Templates & Macros, Word 2010 Collaboration
Features.
Build reporting applications and dashboards using the different MicroStrategy objects Key
Features Learn the fundamentals of MicroStrategy Use MicroStrategy to get actionable
insights from your business data Create visualizations and build intuitive dashboards and
reports Book Description MicroStrategy is an enterprise business intelligence application.
It turns data into reports for making and executing key organization decisions. This book
shows you how to implement Business Intelligence (BI) with MicroStrategy. It takes you
from setting up and configuring MicroStrategy to security and administration. The book
starts by detailing the different components of the MicroStrategy platform, and the key
concepts of Metadata and Project Source. You will then install and configure
MicroStrategy and lay down the foundations for building MicroStrategy BI solutions. By
learning about objects and different object types, you will develop a strong understanding
of the MicroStrategy Schema and Public Objects. With these MicroStrategy objects, you
will enhance and scale your BI and Analytics solutions. Finally, you will learn about the
administration, security, and monitoring of your BI solution. What you will learn Set up
the MicroStrategy Intelligence Server and client tools Create a MicroStrategy metadata
repository and your first Project Explore the main MicroStrategy object types and their
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dependencies Create, manipulate, and share Reports Create and share Dashboards Manage
Users and Groups Who this book is for This book is for Business Intelligence
professionals or data analysts who want to get started with Microstrategy. Some basic
understanding of BI and data analysis will be required to get the most from this book.
The SOLIDWORKS 2018 Reference Guide is a comprehensive reference book written to
assist the beginner to intermediate user of SOLIDWORKS 2018. SOLIDWORKS is an
immense software package, and no one book can cover all topics for all users. This book
provides a centralized reference location to address many of the tools, features and
techniques of SOLIDWORKS 2018. This book covers the following: System and
Document
propertiesFeatureManagersPropertyManagersConfigurationManagersRenderManagers2D
and 3D Sketch toolsSketch entities3D Feature toolsMotion StudySheet MetalMotion
StudySOLIDWORKS SimulationPhotoView 360Pack and Go3D PDFsIntelligent
Modeling techniques3D printing terminology and more Chapter 1 provides a basic
overview of the concepts and terminology used throughout this book using
SOLIDWORKS 2018 software. If you are completely new to SOLIDWORKS, you should
read Chapter 1 in detail and complete Lesson 1, Lesson 2 and Lesson 3 in the
SOLIDWORKS Tutorials. If you are familiar with an earlier release of SOLIDWORKS,
you still might want to skim Chapter 1 to become acquainted with some of the commands,
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menus and features that you have not used; or you can simply jump to any section in any
chapter. Each chapter provides detailed PropertyManager information on key topics with
individual stand-alone short tutorials to reinforce and demonstrate the functionality and
ease of the SOLIDWORKS tool or feature. The book provides access to over 250 models,
their solutions and additional support materials. Learn by doing, not just by reading.
Formulate the skills to create, modify and edit sketches and solid features. Learn the
techniques to reuse features, parts and assemblies through symmetry, patterns, copied
components, design tables, configurations and more. The book is designed to complement
the Online Tutorials and Online Help contained in SOLIDWORKS 2018. The goal is to
illustrate how multiple design situations and systematic steps combine to produce
successful designs. The author developed the tutorials by combining his own industry
experience with the knowledge of engineers, department managers, professors, vendors
and manufacturers. He is directly involved with SOLIDWORKS every day and his
responsibilities go far beyond the creation of just a 3D model.
Microsoft Word 2010 Mail Merge and Forms Quick Reference Guide (Cheat Sheet of
Instructions, Tips and Shortcuts - Laminated Card)
The ActionScript 3.0 Quick Reference Guide: For Developers and Designers Using Flash
Excel 2007 Pocket Guide
SOLIDWORKS 2017 Reference Guide
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An Introduction to TTCN-3
Fast-track medical settings call for “at-your-fingertips”
information. Here is an easy-to-use, quick-reference guide for
nurse practitioners and other health care providers in
emergency, medical, screening, fast track, and/or primary care
settings with family patients. In a concise, optimally organized
format that includes current, evidence-based guidelines, the
resource delivers a wealth of information for assessment and
management of the most commonly encountered problems in these
settings. Concise yet packed with crucial knowledge, The Pocket
NP is arranged in a logical head-to-toe format that includes the
history and physical examination and essential medical decisionmaking considerations. The material is organized in a true rapid
access format, with salient information presented for maximum
efficiency and speed of retrieval. A variety of templates for
dictation/documentation are provided to assist the clinician
with the development of a concise and logical patient record.
These templates can be mixed and matched as needed and, using a
specific template for focused patient problems (e.g., knee
pain), will facilitate assessment fine tuning. Also included are
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frequently used illustrations for anatomical records as well as
templates to assist in identification of normal and abnormal
presentations. Additional helpful features include “Tips” and
“Don’t Miss” boxes with bullet points of critical information, a
rapid “review of systems,” billing information, and a dedicated
page for NP “Survival Information” and notes. Key Features:
Provides ultra-quick access to patient treatment information
Offers easy-to-use framework for quickly locating critical
information Presents templates for identifying normal and
abnormal presentations Contains a rapid “review of systems”
Delivers content in head-to-toe format Includes “Tips” and
“Don’t Miss” boxes with bullet points of critical information
Laminated quick reference card showing step-by-step instructions
and shortcuts for how to use Microsoft Office Word 2010. This
guide is suitable as a training handout, or simply an easy to
use reference guide, for any type of user. The following topics
are covered: Creating, Opening & Saving Documents; Working with
Previous File Versions; Setting up the Page; Inserting/Deleting
Text; Spacing between Paragraphs; Undo, Redo, and Repeat; Moving
and Copying Text. Formatting: Changing Font, Size, Enhancements,
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Paragraph Alignment; Copying Formatting; Using the Mini Toolbar;
Highlighter. Draft, Print Layout, Reading Views; Going to a
Page; Searching Using the Navigation Pane; Creating and Editing
Headers and Footers; No Header or Footer on the First Page,
Inserting a Page Break. Checking Spelling, Grammar; AutoCorrect;
Creating and Inserting Quick Part Building Blocks; Sending the
Document as an E-mail Attachment; Saving as PDF; E-mailing a
PDF; Printing Envelopes and Labels; Previewing and Printing.
Also includes: Lists of Selection and Movement Shortcuts. This
guide is one of several titles available for Word 2010: Word
2010 Introduction, Word 2010 Formatting, Word 2010 Advanced,
Word 2010 Mail, Merge & Forms, Word 2010 Templates & Macros,
Word 2010 Collaboration Features.
Focusing on how computers can make paralegals and legal
professionals more productive on the job, this updated Seventh
Edition of the #1 book on the market offers comprehensive
treatment of computer concepts, including coverage of both basic
software programs like Word, Excel, and PowerPoint, to more
advanced applications using AbacusLaw, CaseMap, Clio,
DiscoverFY, HotDocs, Tabs3, TimeMap, and TrialDirector. RealPage 7/27
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life examples, pertinent tutorials, ethical considerations, and
up-to-date coverage of the most popular software used in all
types of legal organizations help students develop key knowledge
and skills. Each topic is presented in a clear and organized
manner and includes examples of how the software is actually
used on the job. The detailed Hands-on Exercises include Basic,
Intermediate, and Advaned assignments to allow for a variety of
skill levels. These extensive exercises allow students to apply
their knowledge and practice using computers to complete
realistic legal work.This edition reflects the ever-changing
rules and decisions affecting the legal process (gathering
evidence, managing files, filing with courts, working on
electronic copyright issues, presenting exhibits, billing, etc.)
and covers the most up-to-date technology available to help
paralegals comply to new rules and better handle complex records
and files. Important Notice: Media content referenced within the
product description or the product text may not be available in
the ebook version.
Microsoft Works Quick Reference Guide
Family Emergent/Urgent and Ambulatory Care
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Microsoft Word 2003 Macros and Templates Quick Reference Guide
The Pediatric Eye Exam Quick Reference Guide: Office and
Emergency Room Procedures
Legal Project Management Quick Reference Guide

Designed with the busy professional in mind, this 4-page quick
reference guide provides step-by-step instructions in PowerPoint
2013. When you need an answer fast, you will find it right at your
fingertips with this Microsoft PowerPoint 2013 Quick Reference
Guide. Simple and easy-to-use, quick reference cards are perfect for
individuals, businesses and as supplemental training materials.
Includes touch gestures and keyboard shortcuts.
"From the publishers of Tarascon Pocket Pharmacopoeia."
PCMag.com is a leading authority on technology, delivering Labsbased, independent reviews of the latest products and services. Our
expert industry analysis and practical solutions help you make better
buying decisions and get more from technology.
MCSE 70-293 Training Guide
Microsoft Word 2010 Introduction Quick Reference Guide (Cheat
Sheet of Instructions, Tips and Shortcuts - Laminated Card)
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A Quick Reference to Common Tasks
The Principal's Quick-Reference Guide to School Law
An Action Guide to Live Online Learning
Laminated quick reference guide showing step-by-step instructions and shortcuts for
how to use advanced features of Microsoft Office Word 2007. The following topics are
covered: Using Styles and Formatting; Character, Paragraph, and Linked Styles;
Applying a Style; Creating a Style; Displaying the Styles Pane; Modifying Styles;
Deleting a Style or Formatting; Selecting All Text with Same Style, Turning Off/On
Showing Formatting as Styles; Importing Styles; Adding Styles to the Default Style List;
Heading Numbering, Creating Index & Table of Contents; Marking Index Entries
Manually and with a Word List; Footnotes and Endnotes; Embedding Excel Objects;
Section Breaks; Changing Page Setup in a Section; Changing Starting Page Number;
Changing Headers & Footers within a Document, Outlining; Comparing Documents
Side by Side; Creating and Using Bookmarks; Referring to the Page a Bookmark is On;
Templates; Restricting Formatting. This guide is suitable as a training handout, or
simply an easy to use reference guide, for any type of user.
Laminated quick reference guide showing step-by-step instructions and shortcuts for
how to use advanced features of Microsoft Word 2003. The following topics are
covered: Creating & Using Paragraph & Character Styles, The Styles and Formatting
Task Pane, Selecting All Text with Same Style, Deleting Styles, Format Tracking,
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Importing Styles, Adding Styles to the Default Style List, Heading Numbering,
Generating Index & Table of Contents, Footnotes and Endnotes, Embedding Excel
Objects, Section Breaks, Changing Page Setup in a Section, Changing Headers &
Footers within a Document, Advanced Page Numbering, Outlining, Comparing
Documents Side by Side, Bookmarks and Page References, Templates, and
Restricting Formatting. This guide is suitable as a training handout, or simply an easy to
use reference guide, for any type of user.
"No matter what your background, the pages that follow will provide you with some
excellent knowledge, insight, and even a little bit of wisdom in the realm of Flash and
ActionScript. Happy learning!"-- Branden Hall, from the Foreword Written by Flash
insiders with extensive knowledge of the technology, this guide is designed specifically
to help Flash designers and developers make the leap from ActionScript 2.0 to the new
object-oriented ActionScript 3.0 quickly and painlessly. Formatted so you can find any
topic easily, ActionScript 3.0 Quick Reference Guide explains: Object-oriented
programming (OOP) concepts, such as packages and classes ActionScript 3.0 features
and player enhancements that improve performance Workflow differences between
ActionScript 2.0 and ActionScript 3.0 including tools, code editing, component sets, and
image and font rendering Where did it go? A guide to help you find familiar features in
ActionScript 3.0, such as global functions, operators, properties, and statements How
do I? Step-by-step solutions for performing tasks with ActionScript 3.0, including input,
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sound, video, display, events, text, and more Also included are overviews of Flash and
ActionScript features and workflows. ActionScript 3.0 is a huge upgrade to Flash's
programming language -- and this guide helps you upgrade your skills to match it.
CCIE Wireless Exam (350-050) Quick Reference
Web Content Management [formerly CQ]
The Pocket NP
Virtual Training Tools and Templates
Microsoft Word 2013 Templates and Forms Quick Reference Guide (Cheat Sheet of
Instructions, Tips and Shortcuts - Laminated Card)
Looking for a solid introduction to the TTCN-3 language and its use? An Introduction to
TTCN-3 is just what you need. All the important concepts and constructs of the
language are explained in a tutorial style with the emphasis on extensive examples.
Throughout the author also addresses the larger picture of how the testing language is
related to the overall test system implementation. A complete tutorial reference on
TTCN-3 with real-world examples and expert advice based on author’s practical
industrial experience using the standard. Offering a unique insider perspective: Nokia
has been instrumental in the development of both the language and tools associated
with TTCN-3 and the author is in a unique position to document this experience to help
and guide new users. And an associated web site that contains code samples from the
book and links to the relevant standards documents. This book provides the perfect
companion to the available TTCN-3 language standards filling the gaps in areas such as
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style guide, structuring, and pointing out the dangers or pitfalls based on the author’s
personal TTCN-3 experience from language standardization, tool implementation and
applying TTCN-3 for a number of years in the real world. The style and level of the book
make it suitable for both engineers learning and applying the language in the real world
and students learning TTCN-3 as part of their studies.
Laminated quick reference guide showing step-by-step instructions and shortcuts for
how to use macros and template features of Microsoft Office Word 2010. This guide is
suitable as a training handout, or simply an easy to use reference guide, for any type of
user. The following topics are covered: Templates: Templates vs. Documents, Using a
Template, Creating a New Template, Editing a Template, Adding a Workgroup Template
Folder, Changing which Template is Attached, Changing Defaults in the Attached
Template, Changing Elements in the Attached Template, Changing the Normal
Template. Making Elements Available in All Documents: Using Global Templates,
Removing a Global Template, Organizing Macros and Styles in Templates and
Documents, Inserting Fields with Options, Including Building Blocks in a Template,
Copying Building Blocks Between Templates, Moving Building Blocks Between
Templates, Creating a Custom Building Block, Creating Building Block Libraries.
Macros: Showing the Developer Tab, Recording a Macro, Naming a Macro, Renaming a
Macro, Creating a Macro without Recording, Editing Macros, Running Macros,
Documenting Macros, Assigning Macros to the Quick Access Toolbar and Shortcut
keys, Auto Macros, Calling Another Macro, Deleting Macros, Setting Macro Security,
Getting Help on Visual Basic. This guide is one of several titles available for Word 2010:
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Word 2010 Introduction, Word 2010 Formatting, Word 2010 Advanced, Word 2010 Mail,
Merge & Forms, Word 2010 Templates & Macros, Word 2010 Collaboration Features.
Laminated quick reference guide showing step-by-step instructions and shortcuts for
how to use advanced features of Microsoft Word 2004 for Mac. The following topics are
covered: Creating & Using Paragraph & Character Styles, Importing Styles, Adding
Styles to the Default Style List, Heading Numbering, Generating Index & Table of
Contents, Updating Index & Table of Contents, Footnotes, Embedding Excel Objects,
Section Breaks, Advanced Headers & Footers, Advanced Page Numbering, Outlining,
Bookmarks, AutoText, Mail Merge and Templates. This guide is suitable as a training
handout, or simply an easy to use reference guide, for any type of user.
Quick Reference Guide
Microsoft Word 2003 Advanced Quick Reference Guide
Microsoft Word 2010 Advanced Quick Reference Guide (Cheat Sheet of Instructions,
Tips and Shortcuts - Laminated Card)
Microsoft Word 2010 Collaboration Features Quick Reference Guide (Cheat Sheet of
Instructions, Tips and Shortcuts - Laminated Card
Tarascon Emergency Department Quick Reference Guide

Are your virtual training tools ready for a tune-up? You've discovered the best way to
reach remote audiences without boarding a single plane. And you've learned that an
effective virtual training program is relatively short, highly relevant, and extremely
engaging. Now you need the tried-and-true tools that will make your next program an allPage 14/27
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out success. Virtual Training Tools and Templates: An Action Guide to Live Online
Learning offers proven resources for delivering top-notch virtual training programs.
Make expert trainer Cindy Huggett's professional array of virtual tools your own, and
discover new perspectives from a range of training trailblazers. You'll find their realworld lessons learned and get full access to their secrets of the trade. Starting with a
simple four-step process (get started, get ready, get buy-in, and get going), Huggett helps
you select the right technology, then offers detailed sections on how to design content,
develop activities, and work with both facilitators and producers. And if you're
wondering how to prepare participants and evaluate program results, Huggett does not
disappoint. Follow along as she guides you with new and relevant tips, tools, and
templates every step of the way. A virtual training pioneer, Huggett wrote this book for
you---instructional designers, facilitating trainers, learning coordinators, and training
managers. And she continues to experiment with creative techniques and hone her skills
so you can jump in with confidence. This complete guide builds on the author's popular
The Virtual Training Guidebook---use them together or on their own to delve into
Huggett's holistic approach to virtual training.
New to Microsoft Office 2016 or 2013? Upgrading from a previous version? Designed
with the busy professional in mind, this two-page quick reference guide provides step-bystep instructions in the shared, basic features of Microsoft Excel, Word and PowerPoint.
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When you need an answer fast, you will find it right at your fingertips. Simple and easyto-use, quick reference guides are perfect for individuals, businesses and as supplemental
training materials. With 28 topics covered, this guide is ideal for someone new to
Microsoft Office or upgrading from a previous version.
As a final exam preparation tool, the CCIE Wireless (350-050) Quick Reference provides
a concise review of all objectives on the new written exam. The short eBook provides
readers with detailed, graphical-based information, highlighting only the key topics in
cram-style format. With this document as your guide, you will review topics on concepts
and commands that apply to this exam. This fact-filled Quick Reference allows you to get
all-important information at a glance, helping you focus your study on areas of weakness
and enhancing your memory retention of essential exam concepts. The Cisco CCIE
Wireless certification assesses and validates broad theoretical knowledge of wireless
networking and a solid understanding of wireless LAN technologies from Cisco. The
written exam is a two-hour, multiple choice test with 90-110 questions that will validate
that professionals have the expertise to plan, design, implement, operate and troubleshoot
Enterprise WLAN networks.
Tools and Templates to Increase Efficiency
Planning and Maintaining a Windows Server 2003 Network Infrastructure
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MicroStrategy Quick Start Guide
Quick Reference Guide for Microsoft Office for Windows 95

Designed with the busy professional in mind, this 4-page quick
reference guide provides step-by-step instructions in PowerPoint
2016. When you need an answer fast, you will find it right at your
fingertips with this Microsoft PowerPoint 2016 Quick Reference Guide.
Simple and easy-to-use, quick reference guides are perfect for
individuals, businesses and as supplemental training materials.
Includes touch gestures and keyboard shortcuts.
Laminated quick reference card showing step-by-step instructions and
shortcuts for how to use Templates and Forms features of Microsoft
Office Word 2013. The following topics are covered: Templates:
Templates vs Documents, Templates and Macros, Using a Template;
Creating a New Template, Editing a Template, Showing Macro and Form
Controls, Adding a Workgroup Template Folder, Changing Which Template
is Attached, Changing Defaults in the Attached Template, Changing
Elements in the Attached Template, Using Global Templates, Organizing
Macros and Styles in Templates and Documents, Inserting Fields with
Options, Using Building Blocks: Creating a Custom Building Block;
Including Building Blocks in a Template; Copying and Moving Building
Blocks Between Templates; Creating Building Block Libraries. Creating
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and Using Forms: Inserting Content Controls, Turning On/Off Design
Mode, Inserting a Repeating Section, Setting Content Control
Properties: Adding a Title, Format Contents Using a Style, Self
Destruct, Allow Multiple Paragraphs for Plain Text, Choose a Gallery
for Building Block Gallery, Adding Items to Select From in Combo Box
and Drop-Down Lists, Changing a Check Box Symbol, Changing Options
for Date Picker. Changing Placeholder Text, Protecting a Form from
Changes, Unprotecting a Form, Protecting Only Parts of a Form:
Preventing Editing of a Control's Content, Preventing Editing Parts
of a Document, Preventing Deletions. Accessing the Form to Fill it
Out.
Laminated quick reference guide showing step-by-step instructions and
shortcuts for how to use macros and template features of Microsoft
Office Word 2007. The following topics are covered: Templates:
Templates vs. Documents, Using Existing Templates, Creating New
Templates, Changing which Template is Attached, Changing Defaults in
the Attached Template, Changing Elements in the Attached Template,
Changing the Normal Template, Making Elements Available in All
Documents: Using Global Templates, Removing a Global Template,
Organizing Macros and Styles in Templates and Documents, Inserting
Fields with Options, Including Building Blocks in a Template, Copying
Building Blocks Between Templates, Moving Building Blocks Between
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Templates, Creating a Custom Building Block, Creating Building Block
Libraries. Macros: Recording a Macro, Naming a Macro, Renaming a
Macro, Creating a Macro without Recording, Editing Macros, Running
Macros, Documenting Macros, Assigning Macros to Toolbars, Shortcut
keys and Menu Commands, Auto Macros, Calling Another Macro,
Organizing Macros in Templates and Documents, Deleting Macros,
Setting Macro Security, Getting Help on Visual Basic. This guide is
suitable as a training handout, or simply an easy to use reference
guide, for any type of user. This guide is one of several titles
available for Word 2007: Word 2007 Introduction, Word 2007
Formatting, Word 2007 Advanced, Word 2007 Mail Merge & Forms, Word
2007 Templates & Macros.
PC Mag
Data analytics and visualizations for Business Intelligence
Microsoft PowerPoint 2016 Introduction Quick Reference Training
Tutorial Guide (Cheat Sheet of Instructions, Tips & Shortcuts)
Microsoft Office 2016 and 2013 Basics Quick Reference Training Card
Tutorial Guide Cheat Sheet (Instructions and Tips)
Microsoft Word 2004 Advanced Quick Reference Guide
To meet the challenges of today and needs of tomorrow, businesses have to be agile, adaptable, and
innovative. Adobe Experience Manager (formerly CQ) allows organizations to create a compelling
online experience across digital channels—web, mobile, email, video, and social media—to build their
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brand, drive revenue, and extend their reach. This quick look-up guide by Adobe Experience Manager
expert Shane Closser uses clear, concise explanations and an easy-to-use format to help you jump in and
quickly start organizing and managing the delivery of your creative assets and other content. The Quick
Reference Guide series focuses on enabling non-technical business users to perform the tasks they need
to succeed in their job. This includes procedures for approving content, handy shortcuts, and helping to
advise technical teams on the design of content infrastructure. You’ll learn the quickest way to: •
Organize, find, and share assets • Take control of metadata and tagging • Manage multilingual content •
Take advantage of flexible workflows • Tap into social communities
Laminated quick reference card showing step-by-step instructions and shortcuts for how to use
collaboration features of Microsoft Office Word 2010. This guide is suitable as a training handout, or
simply an easy to use reference guide, for any type of user. The following topics are covered: Turning
On/Off Track Changes, Tracking Table Changes, Show/Hide the Reviewing Pane, Accepting/Rejecting
Changes. Inserting Comments, Reviewing Comments, Show/Hide Comments, Deleting Comments,
Changing What is Shown, Showing Deletions and Moves in Balloons, Hiding Formatting Changes,
Turning Off/On Tracking Formatting. Hide/Show Specific Authors, Changing Author, Forcing
Landscape Printing, Comparing Two Documents: Combining Multiple Documents, Comparing with
Previous Versions, Comparing Documents Side by Side. Protecting your Document, Removing Personal
or Hidden Information from a Document, Restricting Editing, Blocking Others from Editing Part of a
Document Stored on SharePoint, Unblocking. Sharing a Document on SkyDrive, Sending a Link to a
SkyDrive Folder, Sharing a Document on a SharePoint, Co-Authoring, Using the Navigation Pane
While Co-Authoring, Resolving Conflicts. This guide is one of several titles available for Word 2010:
Word 2010 Introduction, Word 2010 Formatting, Word 2010 Advanced, Word 2010 Mail, Merge &
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Forms, Word 2010 Templates & Macros, Word 2010 Collaboration Features.
Laminated quick reference guide showing step-by-step instructions and shortcuts for how to use macros
and template features of Microsoft Word 2003. The following topics are covered: Templates: Templates
vs. Documents, Using the Supplied Templates, Changing the Normal Template, Using Template
Wizards, Creating New Templates, Changing which Template is attached, Importing Elements from
Other Templates, Inserting Fields with Options, Sharing Elements with other Templates, Making
Elements Available in All Documents, Using Global Templates, and Changing Elements in the Attached
Template. Macros: Recording a Macro, Naming a Macro, Renaming a Macro, Creating a Macro without
Recording, Editing Macros, Running Macros, Assigning Macros to Toolbar buttons, Shortcut keys and
Menu Commands, Auto Macros, Organizing Macros in Templates, Deleting Macros, Documenting
Macros, Setting Macro Security, and Getting Help on Visual Basic. This guide is suitable as a training
handout, or simply an easy to use reference guide, for any type of user.
Microsoft Word 2007 Advanced Quick Reference Guide
For Developers and Designers Using Flash CS4 Professional
Quick Reference Guide for Powerpoint 97
Microsoft Word 2007 Templates and Macros Quick Reference Guide (Cheat Sheet of Instructions, Tips
and Shortcuts - Laminated Card)
Operational templates and guidance for EMS mass incident deployment
The go-to legal resource for principals, fully updated! How often does
a potential legal issue arise at your school? Now in an expanded third
edition, this trusted resource provides clear and helpful guidance
from a team of respected school-law experts. Substantive new
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information shows principals how to: Address student use and misuse of
technology, on and off campus Avoid the pitfalls of zero-tolerance
discipline policies Lead school safety and violence prevention,
including collaboration with school resource officers and other
personnel Prevent and respond to bullying incidents Stay current with
special education requirements Ensure that employment and evaluation
practices reflect the law
The SOLIDWORKS 2017 Reference Guide is a comprehensive reference book
written to assist the beginner to intermediate user of SOLIDWORKS
2017. SOLIDWORKS is an immense software package, and no one book can
cover all topics for all users. This book provides a centralized
reference location to address many of the tools, features and
techniques of SOLIDWORKS 2017. This book covers the following: System
and Document propertiesFeatureManagersPropertyManagersConfigurationMan
agersRenderManagers2D and 3D Sketch toolsSketch entities3D Feature
toolsMotion StudySheet MetalMotion StudySOLIDWORKS SimulationPhotoView
360Pack and Go3D PDFsIntelligent Modeling techniques3D printing
terminology and more Chapter 1 provides a basic overview of the
concepts and terminology used throughout this book using SOLIDWORKS
2017 software. If you are completely new to SOLIDWORKS, you should
read Chapter 1 in detail and complete Lesson 1, Lesson 2 and Lesson 3
in the SOLIDWORKS Tutorials. If you are familiar with an earlier
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release of SOLIDWORKS, you still might want to skim Chapter 1 to
become acquainted with some of the commands, menus and features that
you have not used; or you can simply jump to any section in any
chapter. Each chapter provides detailed PropertyManager information on
key topics with individual stand-alone short tutorials to reinforce
and demonstrate the functionality and ease of the SOLIDWORKS tool or
feature. The book provides access to over 250 models, their solutions
and additional support materials. Learn by doing, not just by reading.
Formulate the skills to create, modify and edit sketches and solid
features. Learn the techniques to reuse features, parts and assemblies
through symmetry, patterns, copied components, design tables,
configurations and more. The book is designed to compliment the Online
Tutorials and Online Help contained in SolidWorks 2017. The goal is to
illustrate how multiple design situations and systematic steps combine
to produce successful designs. The author developed the tutorials by
combining his own industry experience with the knowledge of engineers,
department managers, professors, vendors and manufacturers. He is
directly involved with SOLIDWORKS every day and his responsibilities
go far beyond the creation of just a 3D model.
Laminated quick reference card showing step-by-step instructions and
shortcuts for how to use mail merge and forms features of Microsoft
Office Word 2010. The following topics are covered: Mail Merge:
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Choosing the Document Type, Recipient Lists: Creating a Recipient List
in Word, Selecting an Existing Recipient List, Using Outlook Contacts,
Editing an Existing Recipient List, Selecting and Sorting Recipients.
Writing the Document: Creating a Label Document, Using an
If...Then...Else Rule. Previewing the Merge & Merging, The Mail Merge
Wizard, Highlighting Merge Fields. Forms: Showing Macro and Form
Controls, Creating a Template Library in Windows 7, Creating the
Template File, Inserting Content Controls, Setting Content Control
Properties: Add a Title, Format Contents Using a Style, Self Destruct
Plain or Rich Text, For Plain Text, For Building Block Gallery, For
Combo Box and Drop-Down List, For Date Picker, For Check Box. Turning
On/Off Design Mode, Changing Placeholder Text, Protecting a Form from
Changes, Unprotecting a Form, Protecting Only Parts of a Form:
Preventing Editing of a Control's Content, Prevent Editing Parts of a
Document, Preventing Deletions. Accessing the Form to Fill it Out,
Changing the Form Template. This guide is one of several titles
available for Word 2010: Word 2010 Introduction, Word 2010 Formatting,
Word 2010 Advanced, Word 2010 Mail, Merge & Forms, Word 2010 Templates
& Macros, Word 2010 Collaboration Features.
Using Computers in the Law Office
Microsoft PowerPoint 2013 Introduction Quick Reference Training
Tutorial Guide (Cheat Sheet of Instructions, Tips & Shortcuts)
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Adobe Experience Manager Quick-Reference Guide
Office and Emergency Room Procedures
SOLIDWORKS 2018 Reference Guide

There is a need for comprehensive books that provide crucial information in a clear
and direct manner, particularly in the medical field. Currently, there are limited
resources available to students and clinicians that provide step-by-step procedures
with pictures on how to examine the eye in the pediatric population. The Pediatric
Eye Exam Quick Reference Guide: Office and Emergency Room Procedures is a
clinical procedure book to provide step-by-step pediatric eye care examination
techniques and is an important addition to the field of eye care. The chapters are
written by leading pediatric optometrists and ophthalmologists in the field. Years of
academic and clinical experiences from schools of optometry, hospital-based eye
care, and private practice are all presented in a user-friendly format with clinical
pearls and insights that will help any clinician perform a pediatric eye exam easily
and efficiently. Covering a range of critical topics such as pupil examination, visual
field testing, refraction, and ocular emergencies and providing pictures, it is ideal
for all students, residents, academicians, trainers, and novel and seasoned
clinicians who are interested in learning how to examine a pediatric patient and
staying on top of the latest pediatric eye care procedures.
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bull; bull;Thorough instruction and plenty of hands-on experiences designed to help
readers pass the 70-293 exam. bull;A complete practice exam and answer key with
explanations included in the book. bull;A great reference book with plenty of step-bystep instructions to keep for real-world use. bull;The famous "Fast Facts" tool used
for last minute "cramming" and study.
Moving to Excel 2007 is not a routine upgrade. Microsoft's radical redesign of the
application's user interface has led to confusion among many who people who have
relied on Excel for years. Our new edition of the Excel 2007 Pocket Guide has been
written from the ground up to help newcomers and longtime users alike find their
way around without getting lost. With this book in hand, you'll be able to find your
favorite Excel tools quickly. It's packed with information to guide beginners through
the basics of creating spreadsheets and entering data, while providing advanced
users with information on formulas, pivot tables, and more. Inside, you'll find: A
visual guide to the new "Ribbon" interface that helps users find familiar tools A
section designed to give beginners enough information to dive right in and start
creating rich Excel workbooks immediately Quick answers about how to perform
specific tasks in Excel, such as working with files, editing data, formatting,
summarizing and displaying data Convenient techniques for connecting data
across worksheets and projects Help for moving from the basics of spreadsheet
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construction to more advanced features This edition also includes an extensive
reference on commonly used formulas, which reveal at a glance the many
possibilities Excel 2007 provides for easy calculation. Tasks in the book are
presented as answers to "How do I..." questions -- such as "How do I change the
formatting of part of a cell's contents?" -- followed by concise instructions for
performing the task. You'll learn ways to customize Excel to fit your needs, and how
to share workbooks and collaborate with others. And much more. Don't let Excel
2007 baffle you. Pick up this convenient pocket guide and learn to navigate this
redesigned application with ease.
Microsoft Word 2010 Templates and Macros Quick Reference Guide (Cheat Sheet
of Instructions, Tips and Shortcuts - Laminated Card)
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